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Sounding Alarm on Climate Change
Scientists:

MIT: “Without prompt action…extreme changes could soon
become much more difficult, if not impossible, to control.”

Holdren: “[C]ivilization has already generated dangerous
anthropogenic interference in the climate system…What keeps
me going is my belief that there is still a chance of avoiding
catastrophe.”

There are some who are less worried, but reasons for their
optimism are not found in scientific publications.



Sounding Alarm on Climate Change
National Security

The Age of Consequences: The Foreign Policy and National Security
Implications of Global Climate Change from Center for Strategic &
International Studies

Military, Policy Experts See Climate Change as National Security
Issue from Center for a New American Security

The National Security Implications of Global Climate Change from
the US Army War College



Sounding Alarm on Climate Change
Business began requesting a cost be added to greenhouse
gases in 2001.

• Some companies (solar, wind, Enron) would profit.

• A general belief that we WILL live in a carbon constrained world.

• Set the rules now, so we can make good business decisions.

• If the federal government doesn’t set regulations, the states
will because a cost WILL be added to GHG.



Are You Alarmed?
Given what we know about climate change, can
you choose one image of something that is likely
to happen by 2050/2060 if we don’t take radical
action now?

•
•
•



I am alarmed
As early as 2060:
• Temperature increase locally could be 10-12°F, with more forest
fires, lower crop yield, major ecosystem damage, etc. Steven Chu:
Both CA cities and agriculture (1/5 of US ag) may be gone by century
end, as snow pack disappears.

Snow pack?

Dead zone, low oxygen area, attributed
to climate change. None until late
1970s, 140 in 2004.



Climate change alarm
As early as 2060:
• In eastern North America, the hottest day of the year could be
18-22°F warmer. In Philadelphia, the hottest day might be in the
high 90s; in Chicago, over 100°F.

The 2003 Eurasian heat wave killed tens
of thousands of people and many more
animals. The heat wave is thought likely
due to climate change.



Climate change alarm
As early as 2060:
• Water runoff could decrease 70% around the Mediterranean, southern Africa,
and large areas of South America. Dust bowls, or on their way.
California/southwestern North America and Australia expected to follow.



Climate change alarm
By 2050:
• Significant decrease in
glacier runoff under most
scenarios to:

o Bolivia, Peru within
years

o 1/4 China's population
(northwest China) by 2050

This Himalayan glacier had
retreated >1 mile as of 2001.
Security people are
worried….



Looking for solutions to reduce GHG

.

• For transportation:

• For agriculture:

• For electricity:
o  Let’s do it with efficiency and conservation.

o We can do it with renewables.

o Pull in the heavy guns of nuclear power and carbon
capture and storage.



National Labs: Essential

.

A Sustainable Energy Future: The Essential Role of Nuclear
Energy

The Directors of the Department of Energy national laboratories
strongly believe that nuclear energy must play a significant and
growing role in our nation’s — and the world’s — energy
portfolio. (signed by 10 directors, including now secretary of
energy, Steven Chu)



France as prototype

.Even as electricity production almost quadrupled over 34
years, fossil fuel use down by more than half.



But

.

• In California, new nuclear power is illegal “until the waste
problem is solved”.

• Many environmental groups base fundraising on opposition to
nuclear power.

There are strong vocal contingencies in a number of countries,
especially since Three Mile Island (US) and Chernobyl (world).
Opposition to nuclear power has been tenacious. Why?



What are your concerns about
nuclear power?

What one image reflects your greatest concern when you consider
expanding nuclear power in the West?

•
•
•
•
•
During the talk, hold your two competing concerns: climate
change and expanding US nuclear capacity.



Various Pictures of Nuclear Power

Yucca Mountain

• First 10,000 years, no exposure.
Increase over 300,000 years, until most
exposed group, a small group, gets dose
same as smoking one cigarette/day.

• Officially, no safe level of radioactivity,
but when do we really start to worry?
Exposure to radioactivity/kWh is 4 x
greater from coal power.

• Problem is political, not technical.

• Sweden and Finland have each chosen
a permanent waste repository, by asking
communities to apply.



Various Pictures of Nuclear Power

Dr. Strangelove

Proliferation/terrorism
• The biggest concern of nuclear
power, but nuclear power is not among
biggest concerns for proliferation.

• To address proliferation: get rid of
bombs and bomb materials all over
world, and strengthen and better fund
IAEA.



Various Pictures of Nuclear Power
Safe: guarantee no accident ever
that results in death?

In actual practice, with early reactors
and early regulatory system, outside
the FSU, one accident in Japan (2
deaths)

Safety was not enough of a concern
before Three Mile Island, and
industry paid heavily for not working
more on this issue early. No one died
at TMI.

There  never will be another
Chernobyl.

Chernobyl—50-60 already dead, and up to 4,000 may die over next 6 decades
from immediate exposure.



Various Pictures of Nuclear Power

Effects of radioactivity

Many sources of radioactivity

• Average background 300 mrem/year, but
as high as 26,000 mrem. "To date, no
radiation-related health effects have been
found" from these natural sources, even at
these levels (UNSCEAR 1993, NCRP
Report #94)
• 1.5 pack/day cigarettes 8,000
mrem/year.
• Living near a nuclear power plant 0.009
mrem/year
• Most exposed person Yucca Mountain
300,000 years AD 260 mrem



Other Concerns
Capital costs large—current financing structure in many parts
of US, particularly with deregulation, favors lower capital cost,
more expensive electricity.



Other Concerns

We don’t want nuclear everywhere: important to have a
strong regulatory structure, and willingness to cooperate
with UN.



Advantages of Nuclear Power

Nuclear is low GHG, lifecycle including waste, mining, refining, etc
454 g = 1 pound

Intermittents use inefficient fossil fuel backup.

IAEA's A guide to life-cycle greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from electric supply
technologies

950 - 1250Coal
440 - 780Natural gas
43 - 73Solar
8 - 30Wind
2.8 - 24Nuclear
Lifecycle emissions gCO2-e/kWh



Advantages of Nuclear Power
Cost and health effects:
France adds 56 reactors in 15
years, to save money and
reduce pollution, and
accomplishes both. France
earns 3 billion euro/year from
selling nuclear power to
Germany, etc.

China: several hundred thousand
deaths from coal/year + climate
change.
US: > 10,000 deaths from coal/year.

WHO—2000: >150,000 deaths from
climate change (and it’s going up)



Advantages of Nuclear Power

Reliable and easy to use

Runs when wind is not blowing and on
rainy days.



Advantages of Nuclear Power

Complexity increases dramatically as number of nodes
increase. Reliability decreases.

In the future, grid will be able to accommodate more than 10-
20% intermittents, probably not by 2030.

Transmission costs lower
for nuclear:
• plants closer to cities
• 90%+ use compared to
<20% solar, 30 - 40%
wind (in US and China,
20% in EU)
• $2 million/mile and siting
issues.



So What Do We Do?

Recall your images of nuclear power worst case and your
image of climate change within 5 decades.

Is foot dragging justified? Is there any danger in use of nuclear
power that could possibly be greater than the dangers of not
ramping up ASAP?



So What Do We Do?

• maintain a sense of urgency

• sustain a sense of possibility

• experience a sense of agency
inform yourself and others
improve your own GHG footprint
advocate for meaningful solutions.



Thanks

For anything and everything you are doing.

For what you will do tomorrow and the next day.



For More Information

A Musing Environment
http://pathsoflight.us/musing

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
http://www.ipcc.ch

International Energy Agency
http://www.iea.org David Bodansky

Nuclear Energy 2nd Edition

David MacKay
Sustainable energy—
without the hot air


